We'll help you get through the end of the semester...

Coffee and Treats during Exams

The librarians will again provide free coffee and treats the week before and the week of exams (Dec. 6-17). Stop by the Research Assistance Desk in the evenings for this holiday gift from us!

Places to Collaborate and Study

The library offers "zones" for different types of study. Maps of these zones can be found on tables and in carrels around the library. During these last weeks of the semester, please be especially respectful of your fellow students looking for quiet areas!

Group Zone - Collaborative study with moderate noise.
Lounge Zone - Light reading & quiet conversation.
Community Zone - Quiet study with minimal distractions.
Quiet Zone - No talking; concentrated thinking and reading.

Help Citing Your Sources

Ready to turn your paper in, but just need to finalize the bibliography? Try KnightCite to generate your citations.
Go to: Library homepage > Quick Links

For that especially tricky citation, check the print version of the style manual you've been assigned. All three major style manuals (APA, MLA, Chicago) can be found at the Research Assistance Desk on the 2nd floor of the library.

Special Collection Spotlight: Ministry Resource Center

Located on the 4th floor of the library, the Ministry Resource Center (MRC) is a collection of practical resources for all aspects of congregational ministry. It is meant to be used by Calvin students serving in Christian ministry leadership positions, seminarians, Calvin staff and faculty, and church leaders.

To find materials in the MRC, search the Hekman Library Catalog on the library's website. From the initial or Advanced Search screen, go to "Choose a Library to Search." Click on "Ministry Resource Center," and enter your search terms.

A sample of Advent and Christmas-related resources found in the MRC:

- Expecting: Devotions for Advent / Scott Hoezee. BV40 .H637 2010